Myoma pseudocapsule: a distinct endocrino-anatomical entity in gynecological surgery.
The myoma pseudocapsule is a structure formed surrounding the uterine fibroid, that in the uterus separates the myoma from normal tissue; because literature is lack of detailed information concerning myoma pseudocapsule, the author reviewed this important topic. An extensive literature review from 1980 to 2008 was performed on the myoma pseudocapsule, using: fibroid, myoma, myomectomy and reproductive outcome, as keywords. The fibroid removal should always be performed inside its pseudocapsule and with a careful stretching, to extract fibroid from the surrounding fibromuscular skeleton, breaking up the fibrous bridges; because the vascular network generally surrounds the myoma, detachment of the myoma occurring inside the pseudocapsule should cause less bleeding. The maintenance of myometrial integrity during myomectomy allows the facilitation of uterine healing and is of benefit for future reproductive outcome. The benefits of intracapsular myomectomy are evident, because it preserves myometrial integrity and allows for restoration of the uterine musculature. This correct myomectomy, if done by laparoscopy, confers significant advantages in less intraoperative blood loss, short duration of hospital stay, few therapeutic antibiotic administration and better future fertility.